Optimization and simulation of continuous affinity-recycle extraction (care).
Simulation and optimization of continuous affinity recycle extraction (CARE), a protein purification unit operation based on protein adsorption to solid phase adsorbents, is described in this paper. Rather than packing conventional adsorbent particles in a fixed bed (column), solid/liquid contact is carried out in well-mixed reactors. Continuous operation is achieved by recirculation of the adsorbent particles between two or more contactors. The feasibility of this purification scheme was established with the recovery and isolation of the enzyme beta-galactosidase from E.coli, using the affinity support PABTG/Agarose. A mathematical model describing system performance was developed. The mathematical model was used to optimize several facets of the system design and operation. The base two-stage contractor design was modified by the addition of an intermediate wash stage as well as the incorporation of multiple adsorption stages. These design modifications serve to increase purification, concentration and recovery while utilizing the same amount of adsorbent. The methodology for defining and optimizing objective functions was developed and experimentally validated. Finally, optimum system start-up protocols, minimizing the time required to reach steady-state operation, were developed and experimentally validated. The impact of early introduction of adsorptive purification in a downstream processing sequence, with CARE, was evaluated and is described. Through the early introduction of a highly specific adsorptive step, significant purification is achieved simultaneously with clarification and concentration. In addition, purification performance in CARE was contrasted with that achievable in conventional column chromatography.